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Rewrite the following that changes the active sentences to passive and passive sentences to be active. 1. The thieves were arrested by police. 2. The wonderful behaviour delivered by the children has enthrated us. 3. He was invited to their party. 4. We sent your order. 5. The girl wrote the poem beautifully. 6. The guests enjoyed the party. 7. The child
impressed everyone with his polite ways. 8. A girl from Chennai won the first prize. 9. The readers love the latest book of the author. 10. They paint the walls. 11. The car is fixed by the mechanic. 12. She accepted their invitation with pleasure. Answers 1. Police arrested the thieves. 2. We were enthrated by the wonderful action delivered by the children. 3.
They invited him to their party. 4. Thy command is sent by us. 5. The poem was received beautifully by the girl. 6. The party was enjoyed by the guests. 7. Everyone was impressed with the polite ways of the child. 8. The first prize was won by a girl from Chennai. 9. The latest book of the author is held by the readers. 10. The walls are painted by them. 11.
The automotive mechanic has established the car. 12. Their invitation was accepted with her with pleasure. Index of Content Video: passive voice Write Argumentative Essays Articles Letters and Email More Links Following Exercises with Answers, Examples, and Grammar Rules. Grammar exercises PDF-book Grammar rules with examples Present simple
and continuous passive: The car is repaired. The car is repaired. Passing simple and continuous passive: The car is repaired. The car was repaired. Current perfect passive: The car has just been repaired. Passing perfect passive: The car was repaired. Future simple passive: The car will be repaired. Future perfect passive: The car will have been restored.
Current and perfect conditional passive: The car will be repaired. The car would have been repaired. The passive voice in English was formed to be formed with the verb and the past partition, which differs for regular verbs (translated, translated) and irregular verbs (taken, cast). Statement: The letter was written. This store was opened. This will be done on
time. Question: Is the letter written? Is the store opened? Will it be done on time? Negative: The letter was not written. The store was not opened. It won't be done on time. The ongoing is as follows. (Other continuous tensions are normally used in the active voice, not in the passive.) Present: A new house is built in our street. Past: A new house was built in
our street. In all the examples above the agent are not mentioned. We don't know who wrote the letter or opened the store. Similarly: Flowers are planted in the garden. (We don't know who did it). If we want to say who planted the flowers, we the agent at the end of the sentence and use the representation through. The flowers were planted by my mother.
But: The window is shattered with a (The stone is not the agent. We don't know who crushed the window. We just know how he or she did it). Direct and indirect objects If there are both direct and indirect objects in the active voice (My friend sent me a letter), the indirect object (my friend), does not become the direct object (a letter), usually the subject in the
passive voice. Active: My friend sent me a letter. Passive: I was sent a letter by my friend. (This form is more natural in English than a letter was sent to me by my friend.) Likewise: They offer Trevor a place. - Trevor is offered a place. The infinite without being in the active voice some verbs are followed by the bare infinite (infinite without). In the passive form,
we use most such verbs with the infinite with. Active: We've seen them come. She made him do it. Passive: They were seen to come. He was made to do it. But: They let us go. - We're let go. Use the passive is used: 1. If the action is more important then the agent. A demonstration was held. This theatre was built in 1868. The important thing is what
happened, not who did it. 2. If the agent is not known. He was offered a job. (Someone offered him the job.) They are supposed to be good students. (Some teachers suppose it.) The difference in meaning between the simple and continuous a new house was built in our street. (The house is finished.) A new house is built in our street. (They're building it
these days, it's not finished.) I was introduced to Mrs Jones when her husband arrived. (Her husband arrived in the middle of the launch.) When her husband arrived, I was introduced to Mrs Jones. (Her husband first arrived and then she introduced me.) Notes This form is typical of impersonal and formal style, this is why you can often find it in public
notifications, announcements, instructions or scientific articles. English is spoken in this store. Visitors may not smoke. The seal must be removed. In a less formal style, the active voice is more usual. English is spoken in this store. - We speak English in this store. He was seen in Dover. - They saw him in Dover. The seal must be removed. - You must
remove the seal. In the English language, this form is more frequent than in many other languages. Furthermore, you can find some stuctures in English that are not possible in some languages. I'm told you're going to have a baby. It is thought that the crises will end soon. MARIA EMILIA VARGAS VASQU A worksheet to explain what Passive voice is and
how our tension changes in order to form the structure examples with active sentences and their transformation in passive. The docker offers a t... 1 12,870 Int This PowerPoint can work as an exercise to passive voice This is a sentence race game. Students stand in two lines, teacher displays one of the photos with a few clues on top. Students... 1 12,706
Pre-IntIntAdv SHALOO Court This worksheet is about Active and Passive Voice. The explanation part helps the in learning the basics of Active and Passive Voice. The rules are defined in a simple way for the stud... 1 14,004 Pre-Int Anastasiia • Passive Voice, Past Perfect, Past Simple, TV and Video The worksheet focuses on the Passive and Active Voice
used to create previous narrative. The tasks are based on the video showing lists of historical events and major changes in Central Europe in 20th... 1 11,951 IntAdv KasiaP A brief exercise on how to use x did in different voltage and shapes. This gives some extra practice in using the structures that are difficult even for higher level students. It can be used
... 1 8,206 IntAdv Aiya Worksheet to learn passive voice on the subject of clothing. First, students are asked to evoke the formula of Passive Voice by answering questions about Passive Voting Sentences. Next, they should r... 1 8,851 ElemPre-Int Anastasiia The worksheet focuses on the vocabulary describing the features of London from the early days to
modern times. The activity is organized around the video. Tasks focus on developing listening coming... 1 22,182 Pre-IntIng English By Videos • Passive Voice, Past Simple, Movie + Video + Cartoons Helps Your Students Practice English with this Fun Video Activity. Watch the TV show clip and then read the description sentence, written in the active voice.
Change the sentences int... 1 13,014 IntAdv Anastasiia • Passive Voice, Present Simple, Film + Video + Cartoons The tasks are based on the video and focus on developing listening comficit. The worksheet includes listening to the yeam, listening for specific information, and gap filling activities. Th... 1 11,494 ElemPre-IntInt English By Videos • Passive
Voice, Movie + Video + Cartoons Help your learners practice their English with this fun video activity. Look at the cartoon clip and then read the description sentence, which was written in the active voice. Change the sentences int... 1 13,262 Adv Toby Crowley A Fun Worksheet (you need to read the whole thing before giving it to your students) to help you
review the passive while using it to describe business processes. The worksheet ridiculous... 1 12,908 IntAdv of-Tal Kiriati Passive voice exercises in stages, including parts of speech. 3 pages of exercises and a writing instruction at the end. Can also be used as a test. Section A is converting sentences from passive to... 1 14,820 Pre-IntIntAdv • Passive
Voice, Past Simple, Present Simple, Offers Simple There is a short information section on the rules for Passive Voice, Shape and Use for two tenses: Present Simple and Past Simple. There are two exercises to practice the Current Simple Exercise &amp; the Past Sim... 1 22,015 Pre-IntInt This PowerPoint is a brief introduction for the Passive Voice. The
aim is to distinguish the students and understand why passive instead of being active. The video and images are there... 1 10,163 Pre-IntInt Todd Davis • Passive Voice, Passing Simple, Teens, Intonation, Rhythm and Stress FDR's request to to declare war on Japan in retaliation for the attack on America is historical and iconic, as much for the structure of
the speech as for the gravity of the attack itself. ... 1 18 464 IntAdv Marcela Burger This worksheet uses inventions and discoveries in history to help studnets learn how to form the past passive tense. Combine it with other worksheets on the passive tense to create a full curriculum... 4 15,675 ElemPre-Int Busy HardEr Contributor This is a worksheet for
encourageding questions in passive voice with the help of describing two well-known paintings. The worksheet is recommended for some work where students should coo A &amp; B... 3 14,532 Pre-Int Ekaterina Pupils work in pairs. One is a runner, the other is a writer. Keep the worksheet at the board or wall. The runner-up goes to the board, read one
sentence (which is in the active shape), change i... 11 30,661 IntAdv Ghislaine Martínez • Passive Voice, Past Simple It is a simple worksheet about passive voice (using simple past). It has a brief description about the passive voice and its structure in the simple past and items. Item 1: write the sentences you... 3 35,923 Pre-Int Marisa Stone • Passive Voice,
Advertising and Brands This power point is to practice talking about advertising. Young learners and adults can do this activity. The idea is to get acquainted with this world, it's important to be critical and to hav... 3 19,871 Pre-IntIntAdv Verónica In this power point, the students will learn to understand the current simple passive, passing simple passive and
future passive and used correctly. Also, they will learn to underdated and use the activist... 7 22,268 Int Zaida Sanuri • Passive Voice, Describe Things, Read Understanding a Reading Comprehension/Vocabulary Building Worksheet related to flow initiative and factory manufacturing process. It is suitable for elementary to front intermediate ESL students who
learn about process... 21 36,600 ElemPre-Int • Passive Voice, Movie + Video + Cartoons I designed this file for reviewing the previous passive voice. It's designed based on episode 9 of 'How I Meet Your Mother' (Season 5). Students are asked to complete the sentences with previous passes... 4 20,591 Pre-Int • Passive Voice, ESL Songs for Teaching
English I have prepared this worksheet as an example of how passive voice is used in everyday life with the help of various songs. My students enjoyed this lesson because they had to practice listening, singing... 22 151 635 Pre-IntIntAdv Pre-IntIntAdv
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